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DESCRIPTION
The present image shows an echocardiogram
depicting a large left ventricular (LV) apical aneur-
ysm (20 cm2) with spontaneous contrast (figure 1;
cine images are provided as videos 1 and 2) in a
patient with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM)
whose first presentation was in the seventh decade
of her life. The patient presented with a history of
dyspnoea and was in periarrest ventricular tachycar-
dia (VT) in the emergency department. Five DC
shocks were unsuccessful and she eventually cardio-
verted with intravenous amiodarone.
An angiogram showed unobstructed coronary

arteries. CMR confirmed LV apical aneurysm
along-with moderate septal hypertrophy with
maximum wall thickness of 1.7 cm and evidence
of midcavity obliteration. A family history of
SCD and HCM (with confirmed genetics) was

established. Based on her presentation, cardiac
imaging and family history, a diagnosis of familial
HCM was made.
The vast majority of patients with HCM present

in the third to fifth decade of life and late presenta-
tions, as in our case, are rare. LV apical aneurysms
in the absence of coronary artery disease is an
under-recognised subgroup of patients with HCM.1

This HCM pattern is associated with poor clinical
outcomes, including sudden death, embolic stroke
and progressive heart failure.2 Clinical recognition
of this phenotype requires a high degree of suspi-
cion and an echocardiogram might not always be
the most sensitive method to delineate apical aneur-
ysms.3 Timely recognition of patients with HCM
with LV apical aneurysms can alter clinical practice
by triggering consideration for primary prevention
of sudden death with an implantable defibrillator
and prophylactic anticoagulation in patients with
larger aneurysms.

Learning points

▸ First presentation of patients with hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy (HCM) can be late and it is
not solely a disease of young adults.

▸ Left ventricular apical aneurysms in HCM are
rare and associated with poor prognosis.

▸ Timely recognition is vital for patient
management and family screening.
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Figure 1 Large left ventricular apical aneurysm in
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy presenting with ventricular
tachycardia.

Video 1 Left ventricular apical aneurysm in
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.

Video 2 Colour flow across the neck of left ventricular
apical aneurysm in hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.
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